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By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Editor’s Note: This is the first in a series
of articles looking into the city manager
form of government that Charleston
residents have an opportunity to vote on in
November.
Since 1959, Decatur has operated under
the city manager form of government. The
city made the switch from a commission
form of government because the elected
commissioners were not always qualified to
run an entire city, Decatur City Council
member William Oliver said. 
Oliver, who served on the city council for
20 years, thinks the city manager form of
government has worked out the best for
Decatur. 
Decatur recently hired a new city
manager after a falling out with the previous
manager. Decatur is primarily a blue-collar
town, so when the city looked to fill the
position, the council looked for someone
with labor union experience, Oliver said. 
“We have had a lot of problems with labor
unions in the past year so that was very
important to us,” Oliver said. 
“We also looked for someone to be honest
and open and believable.”
Oliver said hiring a city manager usually
follows a set procedure . 
Decatur contacted The Mercer Group, a
search firm that hires professionals, and
gave the group a list of criteria the
candidates must require. The Mercer Group
printed an add-in magazine written for city
managers and those interested have 30 to 40
days to respond. 
“The company does all the research on
the candidates and narrows it down to
however many people the city council wants
to interview, which is usually three or four
people,” Oliver said. “They do all the
background checks on people and will
present the best candidates for the job.”
Oliver said representatives from the
search agency listen to the interviews and
provide city council members with more
research or information it is needed. 
The next step in the process is to send city
council members to other cities where the
city manager form of government is
implemented. The council members should
talk to labor and police unions and talk with
city managers.
Decatur’s past city manager James C.
Baker was interviewing for a job in
Michigan when the city council members
were visiting that town, Oliver said.
The city council elects the city managers.
The city manager’s runs the city while the
city council makes policies. The city council
also has the power to fire the city manager. 
“City managers don’t last very long. It is
not a disgrace or uncommon to be fired if
you are a city manager,” Oliver said. “The
average is 5 years in one city. The city
councils change, philosophies change and if
you have a falling out with someone on the
city council, you’re fired.”
A city manager can negotiate for his or
her salary, which typically ranges
anywhere between $30,000 to $100,000,
Oliver said. Some other benefits are
included.
“Some city managers get a car, some can
get $5,000 on the side for a pension plan on
top of their salary,” Oliver said. 
Decatur city manager could serve as example for Charleston
CHET PIOTROWSKI\Photo editor
Student Senate Speaker Jeff Zilch turns a page during his State of the Senate Address
Wednesday evening in Thomas Hall.
By JACKIE BERNARD
Staff writer
A U.S. House of Representatives resolution passed
Wednesday to help enforce the students’ right to
obtain campus crime statistics will not affect the way
the Eastern police department gives out information.
Eastern’s police department has been giving out
campus crime information since before the Campus
Security Act of 1990, which required campus police
to give the public access to campus crime statistics
and security measures, said Campus Crime
Prevention Officer Michael Ealy.
“Before the Campus Security Act was passed in
1990 we were already giving the public access to
campus crime statistics,” Ealy said. “The only
difference now is that we file a state report once a
month containing our reported occurrences and
arrests. By keeping these records we can concentrate
on how to improve our problem areas.”
The U.S. House of Representatives Wednesday
passed House Resolution 470 to require the
Department of Education to be certain that colleges
across the nation are upholding the Campus Security
Act.
The act amends section 485 of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 which allows university
students the right to go to the campus police station
for crime statistics. Not all campus police currently
abide by this policy.
Another proposal waiting to be released by the
U.S. House Committee on Economic and Educational
Opportunities may further open campus crime
records to students if it is first released by the
committee and then passed by the U.S. House of
Representatives.
The committee is currently holding the Open
Campus Police Logs Bill, which would require
universities receiving federal funds to maintain a log
of all incidents reported to campus police.
This log would be open to the public providing
current information on campus crimes.
Eastern’s police keep records of arrests, burglaries,
illegal transactions, DUI’s, murders or any other
crime on campus. But Ealy said not all crimes are
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
Student  Senate members
Wednesday tabled a resolution
presented by the Tuition and Fee
Review Committee to increase
tuition 3.5 percent for the 1998
fiscal year.
Committee members Matt
Thrun, Cindi Walker and Jam
Bagwanedee presented the
proposal to the senate on what
the additional 3.5 percent tuition
will go to.
Thrun, who is also a senate
member, said the 3.5 percent
increase is the lowest increase
that Eastern has had since 1990.
He said the increase is
reasonable compared to previous
years.
Last  year  the committee
proposed a 4.5 percent increase,
but it was lowered to 4.3 percent
instead.
Walker said the tui t ion
increase will give the university
$36 extra per  s tudents  per
semester to help fund repairs in
buildings around campus and to
pay for  materials  in Booth
Library.
The committee said because
Eastern is  one of  the lowest
funded schools in the state of
Illinois, a tuition increase would
benefit the university.
“Other state colleges have a
lobbyist in Springfield who try to
get  funding for  a  part icular
school,” Thrun said. “Eastern got
its first lobbyist in Springfield
last year and we have a student
lobbying team, so now we will
get our needs met.”
Bagwanedee said the com-
mittee hopes to use part of last
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Staff editor
Student Senate Speaker Jeff Zilch
Wednesday night during his State of the
Senate Address challenged senate
members to better listen to their
constituents.
“I challenge every senator in this room
to listen to the people that elected you,”
Zilch said. “Stand up. Make sure their
voices are heard first, not last.”
The address, which is delivered by the
speaker each semester, outlined Zilch’s
goals for the senate.
One goal outlined in the speech was
increased visibility of senate members.
He said the senate holding its meeting in
the Thomas Hall Lobby was one step
toward improving visibility to the
students.
“However, we must increase our
intensity. We must add new ways of
reaching out to students – ways we
haven’t met yet – such as a meet the
senators at Marty’s and other programs
we have not yet tried,” Zilch said.
He reminded senate members that their
main duty is to serve the students.
“We must have a senate that is
proactive, designing programs which will
serve the students of Eastern,” Zilch said.
“We must be a Student Senate that is well
informed and able to implement solutions
to problems in a timely manner.”
He encouraged senate members to
attend Faculty Senate meetings and take
interest in how that body affects students.
Zilch also stressed the importance for
Senate urged to listen first
Tuition hike
resolution
put on hold 
Law opens
stat books
See SENATE page 2 See SPEAKER page 2See SAFETY page 2
Eastern already gives
access to crime records
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THURSDAY:
LUNCH: 1/4 slab BBQ Baby Back Ribs 
with fries & coleslaw $4.95
DINNER: Lasagna
with Garlic Bread & Salad $6.95
BAR: 5 0 ¢ o f f Im p o r t Bo ttles
FRIDAY:
LUNCH: Fish Sandwich Basket
(Icelandic Cod) with fries $3.95
DINNER: Walleye Dinner  
including Fries and Coleslaw $5.95
348-8282
$999 1 14” 2 Topping Pizza &1 order breadstix
Better Ingredients.  Better Pizza.
FAST M
EXICA
N FOO
D!
1415 4th Street
Charleston, IL 
348-0911
Open 11:00a.m.
until after the bars
close!
Burritos As Big As Your
Head!  Taco and Tortas,
too! Steak, Chicken, Pork,
Mexican Sausage, and Vegetarian
Advertise.
Friends&Co
Thursday:
Fr ee Aco ustic Sh o w
509 Van Buren       345-2380
Crow Jane
Starts @ 9:30 p.m
year 's  tui t ion for  universi ty
improvement instead of imple-
menting another big tui t ion
increase. She said the university
can maintain and build off of
last year's tuition increase.
Because universities do not
know how much funding the
state wil l  supply,  Eastern 's
Board of Trustees must decide a
tuition increase early in the year.
"I think overall the presenta-
t ion went very well ,"  Thrun
said. "I think the senate mem-
bers asked very intelligent ques-
tions."
Senate members also tabled a
bylaw change that would pre-
vent the senate secretary from
being paid for her position.
Currently, the bylaw states
that the senate secretary works
five hours in the Student
Government office and is paid
minimum wage for typing the
minutes and agendas for every
senate meeting.
The current senate secretary
is also a senate member. Be-
cause senate members also have
to put in one hour a week in the
Student Government office, the
secretary may be getting paid
for the office hours required of
all senate members.
Senate members voted down
the bylaw change at a senate
meeting two weeks ago with out
discussing it. But Student Body
President Jason Anselment told
senate members in his State of
the University Address at last
week's senate meeting to recon-
sider their decision.
Some senate members who
had disagreed with the bylaw
change before are now in favor
of the proposal.
Senate Member Kevin Piket
said the new bylaw change is
better than the original proposal
because it holds senate members
more accountable.
"The last bylaw change didn't
hold the senate members
accountable for their own office
hours," Piket said.
He said he is still undecided
about how the senate should dis-
tinguish which office hours the
secretary works are as a senate
member and which are as the
secretary.
Anselment said senate com-
mittee chairs do a lot of work,
but aren't paid for the work they
do.
"Some positions are compen-
sated and other jobs aren't com-
pensated," he said.
Senate member Jason Stipp
said he agreed with Anselment.
"At least we should vote yes
on this bylaw change so we can
give money back and get stu-
dents who want to work for the
money," Stipp said.
Amy Levine, senate secretary,
said she hopes the debate on the
bylaw change will end soon. 
"I  wish the issue would
resolve soon so we can move on
to other important things," she
said.
The senate also approved
Sarah Bordenkircher,  Gary
Ballinger, Jill Perardi, Renee
Rae and Curt Knox to fill the
five open senate seats.
the senate to set goals as one unit.
"We are a unified senate and we have an oppor-
tunity to make a dramatic impact on this universi-
ty," Zilch said. "Working together, we shall."
Also, Zilch supported Student Vice President
for Public Affairs Brian Anderson's goal of regis-
tering 10 percent of the student population to vote
in the November election.
"And come election day we, as a student body,
not  only wil l  our concerns be heard,  but
addressed," he said.
Senate members said Zilch's address suited the
senate well.
"I think his ideas are good and he has a lot of
good points," said Senate Member Erin Weed.
"His speech and (Student Body President) Jason
(Anslement)'s speech were very motivating."
Senate Member Liz Dozier agreed.
"We can be unified," she said. "I don't think
we're all necessarily always going to agree on
everything, but we have a group of people who
aren't going to slack off."
SPEAKER from page one
reported.
"The only way we can keep a
campus crime on file is if it is
reported," Ealy said.
Ealy said any students want-
ing to find out campus crime
statistics can call him or see him.
He said he will give any infor-
mation from the campus police
reports within a given time
frame.
He said he will not give out
names.
Security On Campus Inc., a
non-profit organization working
to provide students across nation
with the ability to find out cam-
pus crime statistics through open
campus police logs, is trying to
get the bill released from the
committee so the U.S. House of
Representatives can vote on it.
Eight members of the commit-
tee are also co-sponsors of the
bill. Rep. Harris W. Fawell (R-
Ill.), the only Illinois representa-
tive on the committee, is not one
of the co-sponsors.
Jenna Santangelo, administra-
tive assistant for Security On
Campus, said she is unaware of
how many committee members
need to support the bill in order
for it to be released.
"I don't know why they are not
supporting it," Santangelo said.
Rep. Harris W. Fawell Illinois
office contacted the U.S. House
Committee and confirmed that
they were holding the bill with-
out plans to release it, according
to sources within the office.
Presently,  Open Campus
Police Logs are available in
Massachusetts,  California,
Oklahoma, West Virginia,
Tennessee, Minnesota, Virginia
and Pennsylvania.
Illinois residents wishing to
express their concerns regarding
the Open Campus Police Logs
bill can contact Fawell at 2159
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington D.C. 20515.
SAFETY from page one
SENATE from page one
I think overall the presentation went very
well." I think the senate members asked very
intelligent questions."
–Matt Thrun
Senate member
“
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When We Say We Ad 
Match Competitors Ads
WE DO IT!!
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
NEW ATM DEBIT CARDSPayment Option:
ACCEPTED
SAME LOW PRICES
at ALL THREE LOCATIONS
2000 Western Ave. - Mattoon
WIC Coupons Accepted
505 W. Lincoln - Charleston
New ATM Cash Machine
960 18th St. - Charleston
New ATM Cash MAchine, WIC
OPEN
24 hours
OPEN
24 hours
OPEN
6am-11pm
• Money Orders - 39¢
• Food Stamps Accepted
• Postage Stamps
• Lotto
• Coupons Accepted
• Copy Service
“LOW PRICE LEADER FOR OVER 55 YEARS”
Quality, Freshness and Friendly Service..... Everyday Low, Low Prices
Saturday  4:00-6:00
Live Remote with
hot 104.3
all kinds of giveaways
including
football tickets
COME SEE THE MILLER GIRLS
Breadsticks 99¢  •   Breadsticks 99¢   •   Breadsticks 99¢   •
BBrreeaaddssttiicckkss
 9999¢¢
Breadsticks 99¢  •   Breadsticks 99¢  •   Breadsticks 99¢   •   Breadsticks 99¢
BBrr
eeaa
ddss
ttiicc
kkss
 9999
¢¢
TM
348-5454
2 Large
1 Topping
Pizzas
$1099+tax
1 Large
1 Topping Pizza
$599+tax
Hot Sandwiches 
$399
OR • Italian
• Ham & Cheese
• BBQ Chicken
* FREE Bag of Chips 
with every Sandwich
• Poor Boy
• Sicilian
• BBQ Pork
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
A graduate success survey released by
the Illinois Board of Higher Education
shows Eastern baccalaureate graduates are
getting more full-time jobs than other
Illinois graduates.
The study shows results from students
ten years, five years and one year out of
public universities.
The study also showed that 49 percent
of Eastern's 1994 graduates found jobs
closely related to their major. In the state
in 1994, 48 percent found jobs closely
related to their major.
The study shows that 56 percent of Eastern graduates
five years out of school who have earned a degree
received an academic master's degree.
Of the Eastern students who are currently pursuing a
degree, 42 percent are working toward an academic
master's degree.
"The Illinois Board of Higher Education released the
graduate success survey, which shows Eastern graduates
fare better in the job market than graduates from the rest
of the state," said Shirley Stewart, director of the Career
Planning and Placement Center.
"The IBHE requested that each public university
compile information from baccalaureate graduates," she
said.
"The follow-up study is designed to answer whether
graduates find jobs, do they pursue additional degrees,
do they find work in areas related to their major and
how satisfied are graduates with their major and the uni-
versity as a whole.
"It is a good survey – Eastern scored higher as com-
pared with other Illinois universities," Stewart said.
"I think it reflects strongly that we have a wide range
of services available to students including job fairs, on-
campus interviews, instruction and current resume and
interview techniques,
which all play a major
part in preparing stu-
dents to make the tran-
sition from academia to
the workplace," Stewart
said.
"The implication is
also there that our stu-
dents are academically
prepared to handle the
responsibilities asked
of them by their
employers,  thus the
higher percentage
regarding employ-
ment," she said.
"Obviously I would like to see 100 percent place-
ment," she said. 
"The students play a large part in reaching that goal
since they have to elect to participate in the service that
my office provides."
Stewart said 40  to 50 percent of Eastern students reg-
ister with the placement office, and of that group, 85
percent secure employment.
The first job fair will be from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Sept. 25 in both ballrooms of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
Eastern graduates finding full-time, professional jobs 
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Administration editor
Eastern students could be analyzing
real DNA sequences with new technolo-
gy as early as next fall.
A $55,000 grant from the National
Science Foundation, which Eastern is
matching, will allow the university to
form a biotechnology center in the Life
Sciences Building.
The $55,000 Eastern provides to match
the grant comes from a regular line item
in the university budget, said Bud May,
director of grants and research.
Ann and Gary Fritz, zoology profes-
sors, were instrumental in applying for
the grant and are responsible for the use
of the funds.
"Basically, here in the zoology depart-
ment, we do a lot of experiments and
research with the whole animal," Ann
Fritz said. "What we were missing was
the equipment that would allow our stu-
dents to look at the molecular level."
The grant  is  through the NSF's
Instrumentat ion and Laboratory
Improvement Program. The program
requires that the grant money be spent on
lab equipment and improving laborato-
ries.
"The total of $110,000 will be used to
create a biotechnology center which will
be a large room in the zoology depart-
ment where we'll house all the equipment
we can purchase," Gary Fritz said.
The center's equipment, some of which
is already being purchased, will include
materials for DNA analysis, cell biology
and protein analysis.
"We'd like to have something started
by next fall," Ann Fritz said. "Some
classes will start to use some of the
equipment this spring."
Students will be able to tell potential
employers that they had the opportunity
to use modern equipment in Eastern's
biotechnology center.
"It's something you could use on a
resume," Ann Fritz said. "It's going to be
very beneficial for students."
The center will be housed in a present
laboratory/lecture room on the second
floor of the Life Sciences Building and
will be able to hold 34 students at a time.
The present room must be renovated
slightly to provide for the new equip-
ment. Separate funds for renovation must
come from the university. The depart-
ment has requested funds from the Dean
of the College of Sciences.
The center mainly will be used for
undergraduate students at all levels.
Some classes that will use the lab include
genetics, immunology and some biology
courses.
"We will have the capacity through a
machine to make millions of copies of
DNA," Ann Fritz said. "We will be able
to amplify sections of DNA."
"We're getting some up-to-date equip-
ment so students will have the opportuni-
ty to have some hands-on experience,"
Gary Fritz said.
There is a possibility that graduate or
undergraduate students doing indepen-
dent study may use the lab when classes
are not being held in the center, Ann
Fritz said.
"Primarily we want to bring in as
many classes as we can," she said. "We
want as many people as we can get to use
it."
Eventually, the biotechnology center
may be expanded.
"We see this as sort of seed money,"
Ann Fritz said. "We will be looking for
other ways to expand the program. This
is the beginning, the basis that's going to
get this started."
New biotechnology lab will let students analyze DNA
Yes, Full-time 81%
No, Not Seeking 6%
No, Seeking 5%
Yes, Part-time 8%
Yes, Full-time 77%
No, Not Seeking 
No, Seeking 5%
Yes, Part-time 10%
The total of $110,000 will be used to create a biotechnology
center which will be a large room in the zoology department where
we'll house all the equipment we can purchase." 
–Gary Fritz,
Zoology professor 
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“The direction in which educationstarts a man will determine his future
life.
–Plato
today’s quote
Authorities should
strive to maintain
Eastern’s small size
Students should use grade appeal option
While a 2.5 percent increase in enrollment is
not a huge jump, Eastern should strive to main-
tain its uniqueness by keeping enrollment at a
steady rate.
This year, Eastern enrollment is at a record
high of 11,711 students, which is 287 students
more than last year.
Many students are drawn to Eastern because
of the small class sizes,
because professors teach
classes instead of teach-
ers’ assistants, because
each student is more than a statistic to the uni-
versity and because of class buildings are not
spread out around town. 
Currently, few classes in the entire curricu-
lum are taught in lecture halls. Rarely does a
professor not know every student’s name by
the end of the semester.
At larger universities, professors do not
teach the classes, and it may be difficult for
students to consult them for questions outside
of class.
Other colleges may have to bus students to
classes because the campus is so large.
These are problems Eastern is not plagued
with because it is a small state school.
By keeping enrollment at the level it is cur-
rently at, we will retain the special quality that
smaller state schools can achieve.
One problem Eastern does have is the low
minority rate. However, increasing student
enrollment will not ensure more minorities will
attend the university. We still need to strive for
more diversity on campus, but increasing
enrollment is not the best solution to that prob-
lem.
Students know when they come to Eastern
they will be competing for jobs with students
who have diplomas from the University of
Illinois or other more reputable universities. 
However, students also know what Eastern
has to offer that larger schools such as the U of
I can’t possibly advertise in its catalog.
The administration needs to keep in mind
what sets Eastern apart from other universities,
which is mainly the small, close-knit campus. 
Rather than strive to increase enrollment
each year, they should strive to maintain the
quality that draws students to Charleston.
Editorial
Dear editor:
I have a major bone to pick with
the Eastern Campus Police Depart-
ment, and from judging the ever-
present line outside the Deputy’s
office, and in talking with other stu-
dents, I know I am not alone.
I am a transfer student who has
been welcomed by nothing but
annoying little red and white tickets
stuck on my car windshield – one
for parking in a staff lot where the
sign was subsequently missing; one
for an “improper display of permit”
– in the last week.
First of all, I don’t feel I should
be penalized because a parking lot
sign was missing. I didn’t take it.
And since there was a pole there,
but no sign within sight, how was I
to know? Sgt. Osborne’s rebuttal
was that “one sign at either end of
the lot is ample enough.” Ummm,
sure. Then why was the pole there
in the first place?
Secondly, I find it ridiculous that
the Campus Police dictates to stu-
dents exactly how their campus
parking permit is to be displayed –
especial ly Art icle I  under the
“Parking Permits and Fees” section
of the Parking and Vehicle Control
Regulations document, which reads,
“All student car and motorcycle per-
mits must be permanently affixed to
the registered vehicle.”
Why is it deemed unlawful for me
to tape my permit to my windshield?
As long as it’s there, I don’t see a
problem. Surely I am not the first
and only student who drives a lease
car (or something comparable) that
doesn’t  al low such things to be
affixed to it.
I have one final question: What
ever happened to students’ rights? I
calmly (at the time) requested to
talk to the officer who issued the
ticket and was denied, snubbed off. I
know from talking to a Charleston
police officer just minutes after the
incident that I was well within my
rights to inquire to speak with the
issuing officer. (And by the way, he
thought the reason for the ticket was
“a bit unreasonable” also.)
I  would l ike to remind the
Campus Police that it is dealing
with college students here, noted for
being poor. It’s enough for us to
keep up with tuition and our every-
day bills, much less to be nickeled
and dimed (definitely not literally)
to death for insignificant parking
violations, just because someone
grew a wild hair and decided to put
it in the regulations book. Come on,
get real! I’m sure there are more
serious “criminals” out there for the
Campus Police to stick it to.
Kathy Schreier,
junior journalism major
your turnJunior transfer student
welcomed to campus
with parking tickets
Often times students have
questions over the assignment of
grades. Many of us feel that a
grade we received was unfairly
assigned and that we deserved
better. However, what many stu-
dents do not realize is that there
is something they can do besides
sit back and accept the grade.
The grade appeal process is
quite simple. There are four
grounds on which grade appeals
can be initiated. These grounds
include an obvious error in the calculation of the grade, the
use of more exacting or demanding standards than were
applied to other students in the course, the assignment of a
grade on some basis other than performance in the course
or a substantial departure from the instructor’s previously
announced standards.
The first step to appeal a grade is to approach the teach-
er who assigned the grade. If the student is unsuccessful in
altering the grade, he or she can then proceed to address
the department chair of the department in which the grade
is being appealed. If the student, teacher and department
chair are unable to come to a conclusion, the grade appeal
proceeds to the department grade appeals committee. Each
department’s committee is composed of three to four fac-
ulty members. The committee, department chair, faculty
member, student and the student body vice president for
academic affairs will hold a fact-finding session.
Eventually they will come to a conclusion of whether to
change the grade or reject the request for a grade change.
So you see that the process of getting a grade changed is
really not all that complicated. There are usually a low
number of students wishing to appeal their grades for vari-
ous reasons. These reasons range from thinking that the
process is too time consuming to simply not knowing how
to initiate the process. Many students also feel afraid or
embarrassed to confront their teachers knowing that they
may have them in a class later. But often grade misassign-
ments take place and a teacher may not realize this until
students call the mistake to his or her attention.
Evidence from the student is very important in order to
successfully present a case for a
grade change. The department
grade appeals committee’s find-
ings are based on the student and
the teacher’s individual testimo-
ny. Therefore it is very important
for students to be somewhat pre-
pared before they initiate the
grade appeal process.
After reading this column, I
hope you are encouraged to con-
sider the grade appeal option in
the future. The entire grade
appeal process is confidential. As long as the basis for
your grade appeal provides a legitimate case, it is worth-
while for all parties involved.
The grade appeal deadline is fast approaching for grades
assigned in the spring and summer terms of 1996. If you
wish to pursue a grade appeal, the appropriate paperwork
must be filed, with the department you are wishing to
appeal the grade in, as soon as possible. The paperwork
must be completed by Sept. 16, although the actual grade
appeal hearing will not take place until after this date.
My position of student body vice president for academic
affairs allows me to sit in on the committee meetings to
make sure that the student is being treated fairly. I have
input when the department grade appeal committee makes
its decision, but I have no formal vote. If you feel a grade
assignment was given on one of the four above mentioned
grounds, I encourage you to pursue the grade appeal
option. If you have more questions concerning the grade
appeal process, please contact me at the Student
Government Office at 581-5522 or send me an e-mail at
cuklh1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
Students have a great number of opportunities available
to them. However, in the past most students have received
little awareness as to what their rights are. It is my hopes
as a student government executive to bring students into
the light so they realize that they really do have a voice, no
matter how small this voice may seem at times.
–Kim Harris is the student vice president for academic
affairs and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
KIM HARRIS
Guest columnist
“As long as the
basis for your
grade appeal
provides a
legitimate case,
it is worthwhile
for all parties
involved.”
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By ROB STROUD
Staff writer
The Organization of Adult
Students, Informal and Supportive
is planning a proposal for an adult
student lounge at Eastern where
older students and commuters can
relax and talk.
The lounge is needed for stu-
dents who live off campus because
many commuters are “living out of
their trunks,” said William C. Hine,
dean of the Office of Adult and
Continuing Education and the fac-
ulty adviser of the organization.
The proposal for the lounge
might also include a request for
lockers, said Hine. The lockers
would free commuters from having
to go back and forth to their cars or
from carrying heavy book bags,
said Hine.
“We looked at it last year and
will be finalizing the proposal this
year,” Hine said.
Plans for the proposal will be
drawn up when the group begins
regular meetings this fall.
The adult students group became
a registered student organization in
1990. It was sponsored by the
Office of Adult and Continuing
Education to look at issues from an
adult student perspective, Hine
said.
Members of the organization
have taken part in orientation pro-
grams, helped with child care and
provided a forum for older students
and commuters to get together.
Membership of the group has
always been small – about 20 to 25
members, Hine said. “This is
because adults are busy. Most are
juggling schoolwork and outside
responsibilities.”
This semester Hine said OASIS
would concentrate on looking at
ways it can help off-campus adult
students.
Hine said students over 23 make
up 12 percent to 15 percent of the
students on campus and more than
90 percent of students living off
campus.
“By the year 2000, 60 percent of
those enrolled in higher education
will be adult students,” Hine said.
OASIS is a group that’s importance
will grow, he said.
OASIS lounge proposal
targeted for commuters
By DEANA POOLE
Staff writer
Residence Hall Association
members tonight will discuss
forming committees to begin
making a bid to host the
Illinois Residence Hall Ass-
ociation Conference in 1998.
The RHA will meet at 5
p.m. tonight in Stevenson Hall
Lobby.
“To get the bid up and
rolling for IRHA, we are
going to have different com-
mittees working on different
aspects of it,” said RHA
President Matt Donoho.
The last time Eastern host-
ed the state conference was
during the 1989-90 school
year.
“We will try to see if we
can get some interest to help
host it,” said RHA Secretary
Beth Wright.
According to Donoho,
members who are interested in
working on a committee for
the conference can stay after
the meeting to set up a meet-
ing time next week.
“The executive board is not
going to be responsible for
getting IRHA off the ground,”
Donoho said. “We have
enough to do without working
on committees.
“We need to be ensured that
we have dedicated people run-
ning it.  If we don’t, it (IHRA)
is just not going to happen,”
he said.
In other RHA business,
members will be able to sign
up for the RHA retreat, which
will be held Oct. 4 and 5 at
Fox Ridge State Park.
“This is a chance for mem-
bers of RHA to get together
and get to know each other,”
Donoho said.
RHA bids
for 1998
conference
Two musical performances will be held this week, one by a former
Eastern student and the other by an Eastern professor.
James Litzelman, an alumnus of Eastern’s music department, will play
the piano at 7:30 p.m. today in Dvorak Concert Hall and Herman D.
Taylor, chairman of Eastern’s music department, will perform an organ
recital at 3 p.m. Sunday in Dvorak Concert Hall.
Litzelman, who graduated from Eastern in 1984, is currently on faculty
at the Catholic University of America and performs regularly as a soloist
and a collaborative artist, a press release said.
Litzelman has performed at places such as the Kennedy Center for
Performing Arts, and the Embassies of France, Japan, and Korea, the press
release said. This is Litzelman’s second performance at Eastern.
Taylor, who is beginning his seventh year of teaching at Eastern, said
the organ has been the love of his life since he was 13 years old.
Student, professor to perform
By the year 2000,
60 percent of
those enrolled in higher
education wil l  be adult
students.”
–William C. Hine,
dean of the Office of
Adult and Continuing
Education
“
Thursday at
Mother’s...
Lite & Bud Light  • 22oz Btls.
$125Bottles & Cocktails$175
Home of the $2 Pitcher!
SUPER SHOOTER SPECIALS
Beat Indiana State!
Ice
Cold
!
345-4743   •   3 W. Lincoln
NOW DELIVERING SAT & SUN
NOON - CLOSE
1 LARGE 1 TOPPING
& AN ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD
$699
Carry out or Delivery
Limited time offer
2 REGULARS
OR2 ARBY-QS
FOR $200
Not valid with any other coupons or promotional discounts.
Expires September 29, 1996
Cheese Sticks
Breaded Mushrooms                         
Cheddar Poppers
Combo Vegetable Basket                   
Sour Dough Onion Rings
Spring Pizza Sticks
Monday - Friday   7:00 am - 9:00 pm
EXPANDED HOURS
“INTRODUCTORY OFFER”
Exp. Sept. 18, 1996
99¢
Your Choice
The Ladies of 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Proudly Present Our 1996 
Pearl Class!
Jen Bachmann
Janelle Bailey
Jamie Basile
Sarah Blair
Patti Bohac
Liz Bold
Jennifer Bourg
Aimee Bowen
Ronda Coston
Jolyn Daughtery
Terri Deutscher
Jaynie Doerr
Kim Fetzer
Stephanie Freer
Deanna Gunnell
Alicia Haley
Suzanne Hamilton
Megan Hansen
Stephanie Harp
Beth Hawkins
Kristen Hayek
Beth Hicks
Emily Hoff
Jill Jacobs
Julie Johnson
Sarah Kiernan
Mary Katherine Kinate
Stephanie Kokenes
Danielle Longeway
Amy Loven
Tracy Nelson
Bridget Neumann
Tricia Oliver
Tammany Olson
Lisa Puzerewski
Karen Reyff
Meredith Smietanski
Rachael Smith
Mandy Sneed
Amy Striblen
Janah Sudduth
Jenny Valencia
Kari Weiten
Jana Wendling
Erin Wesley
Stacey Winters
Marissa Zolna
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Want to Feel Great September 22?
Now in its 13th year at Mattoon’s Lake Land College, the 
Special Olympics Family Festival has been cited by 
Special Olympics International as
“the largest event of its kind in the world.”
As a FRIEND•FOR•A•DAY, you’ll be assigned to a Special Olympian, 
helping him or her participate in any of dozens of 
non-competitive games or just visit the many attractions offered.
Then be a FRIEND•FOR•A•DAY
September 21 at the 
FOR VOLUNTEER FORMS, GO TO 1018 IH.
PECIAL LYMPICS
AMILY ESTIVAL
S F O F
Children’s Theatre
Puss in Boots
7pm Sept. 12,13
11am Sept. 14
2pm Sept. 14 & 15
in the Studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center
on the campus of EIU
Charleston, Illinois
All Seats $3.00 each
For reservations & ticket
information call (217) 581 - 3110
The Daily
Eastern News
is your door
to the EIU
community
Restaurant, Sports Bar
& Banquet Facility
Alternative Night
Try our new
interactive Trivia 
Drink Specials -
Bud Light, Miller Light
16 oz Drafts $125
Frozen Mixers Sm. $210
Lg. $310
Try our New Dance Floor
Stix Express
Lunch Daily
in 15 minutes
or Free
Dinner Special - 
Smothered Chicken
$6.25
Carry-out Available 345-7849
Never A Cover
Advertise.
The Tarble Arts  Center
recently was awarded two
grants from the Illinois Arts
Council and the other from Arts
Midwest to help fund upcoming
displays.
The Il l inois Arts Council
granted $9,320 for a general
exhibition and education pro-
gram. The Arts Midwest grant-
ed $1,000 to help fund Chicago
artist Paula Bannos, who will
have her work on display at
Tarble next year, said Michael
Watts, director of Tarble.
Watts  said the grants  are
awarded through annual grant-
ing programs for non-profi t
organizations. “Through these
agencies any non-profit agency
or organization that meets the
guidelines may apply,” Watts
said.
Tarble has applied for these
grants and the allotted amount
has increased over the past few
years. Watts said last year ’s
Illinois Arts Council grant was
$8,780, and the grant for 1995
was $8,730.
He said the amount granted
depends on the application, how
it is ranked against other orga-
nizations that apply and how
much the arts council has to
give to organizations.
Tarble awarded grants
SULAYMANIYAH, Iraq (AP)
– Emboldened by triumphs on
the ground, Saddam Hussein
acted on his threat to shoot at
American warplanes Wednesday,
firing a missile at  U.S. jets
patrolling the “no-fly’’ zone
over northern Iraq.
There were no hits, but the
Americans promptly announced
they were sending long-range
strategic bombers and stealth
fighters into the volatile region
for another potential showdown
with the Iraqi leader.
Saddam vowed he would no
longer honor the “damned imag-
inary’’ no-fly zones last week
after U.S. forces blasted air
defense sites in southern Iraq.
Iraqi forces fired one missile
at two F-16s over northern Iraq,
the Pentagon said. The Iraqi
radars tracking the F-16s were
not kept on long enough for the
jets to fire retaliatory radar-seek-
ing missiles.
“Our air defenses intercepted
the enemy targets with anti-air-
craft  guns and rockets and
forced them to flee,’’ the official
Iraqi News Agency said
Wednesday.
Iraq has reported similar
actions for several days, but
Wednesday was the first time the
Americans confirmed coming
under fire. Initial reports said
two Iraqi missiles were fired.
But a Pentagon official, speak-
ing on condition of anonymity,
later said only one missile was
shot.
Pentagon officials said two B-
52 bombers based in Guam
would be relocated to the island
of Diego Garcia in the Indian
Ocean. B-52s fired some of the
cruise missiles that struck Iraq
last week.
Iraq fires at U.S warplanes
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Have you ever been abused by someone you thought loved you?
Do you know someone who has been domestically abused sexually, men-
tally or physically?
There is help for those people who find themselves living the
nightmare called domestic violence.
The Coalition Against Domestic Violence (CADV) is an
organization that provides numerous services for frightened
women and men trapped in abusive relationships.
“The main purpose (of CADV) is to protect a
person who is afraid of an abuser,” said Angela Kallis,
executive director of CADV.
One of the services CADV offers is referring the
abused to other programs for additional assis-
tance. There is also a children’s program to pro-
tect young people who are abused in their
homes. Further support services are available
from the Coles County walk-in program.
Michelle Phillips, coordinator of CADV,
said the most important program CADV
offers is the community education pro-
gram. It gives the community the facts
on domestic violence and lets people
know that help is available for those in
abusive situations.
”Our ultimate goal is to educate
the community,” Phillips said, “and
then it is up to the people to do
something about  the domestic
abuse.”
CADV also offers a 24-hour hot
line that victims can call for infor-
mation, support, and transporta-
tion to a shelter. The crisis line
number for Charleston is 345-
4300. Mattoon residents may call
235-4300.
Shelter locations are kept con-
fidential in order to keep the vic-
tims safe from their abusers.
In addition to these services,
CADV employees wil l  also
accompany victims of domestic
abuse to court. The law protects
the abused under the Ill inois
Domestic Violence Act of 1986,
which assures vict ims safety
from harassment, stalking and
other forms of physical and men-
tal abuse.
The act defines “abuse” as phys-
ical abuse, which includes sexual
abuse and reckless use of physical
force,  confinement or  restraint ;
harassment,  which is  defined as
knowing conduct would cause the
victim emotional distress; intimidation
of a dependent, which is defined as
subjecting a dependent to physical force
or confinement or restraint; interference
with personal liberty, which is committing
or threatening physical abuse, harassment,
intimidation or willful deprivation; or will-
ful deprivation, which is withholding food,
medical care or other assistance from the vic-
tim.
All of the services offered by CADV are made
possible through funding from a variety of donors
including the United Way, churches, civic organiza-
tions, personal donations, the Attorney General of
Illinois and from annual CADV fund raising drives.
Fund raisers are held at various locations throughout
Central Illinois and include auctions of celebrity-owned
items. In the past, donations have been made by Tim Allen, the
World Wrestling Federation, K.D. Lang and Gilbert Godfried.
The next fund raiser is being planned for November. All proceeds
will benefit domestic violence shelters.
Students interested in volunteering at CADV may call 348-5931.
Photo illustration by Mike Rice
A Lightin the darkness
By Kerry Ligue
WANTED 100 STUDENTS- lose
8-100 lbs. New metabolism break
through. Guaranteed results.
100% natural. $35 cost. 1-800-
666-3843.
_______________________9/18
FARM HELP NEEDED.
Experience preferred. Call after
3:00 or leave message. 345-
5509/348-8906
_______________________9/25
F/T TEACHER POSITIONS in
new day care center for evening
shift. Early ed. classes required.
Call 234-8889 or 235-6531
_______________________9/18
NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
NEED TUITION MONEY? PIZZA
MONEY or extra cash? Be an
Avon ind. representative. Earn
free products, Call 345-4197.
_______________________9/26
AVAIL/HIRING FT./PT. HAB
AIDES @ $6.80 to $8.61, & .20.
Raise after 90 days. Also hiring
activity aides, programmers,
cooks, dishwashers, & laundry
aides @ $5.50 to $6.76. Flexible
hrs. Health/Life ins. + exe. ben.
for FT positions. Apply at 738
18th St. Chas. E.O.E.
_______________________12/6
FEMALE BARTENDERS WANT-
ED must be 18. Apply tonight at
Panthers 8 pm to 9 pm. Also hir-
ing girls for massage parlor and
make-up, too. $30/hr. 348-0288.
_______________________9/14
SPRING BREAK- CANCUN,
MAZATLAN FROM $399. Lowest
price guaranteed! Sell 15 trips
and travel free plus cash. Call
SUNBREAKS 1-800-446-8355.
_______________________9/12
SPRING BREAK ‘97 EARN
CASH! HIGHEST COMMIS-
SIONS. TRAVEL FREE
ON......ONLY 13 SALES!!!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA, PADRE FREE INFO
PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH 1-
800-426-7710 WWW.SUN-
SPLASHTOURS.COM
_______________________10/9
LITTLE CAESAR’S IN
CHARLESTON is now accepting
applications for day time and
evening help. Apply in person. 3
West Lincoln, Charleston. 345-
4743.
_______________________9/13
COUPLE INTERESTED IN PRO-
VIDING LOVING HOME FOR
CHILD. If you are considering
adoption, please call our attorney
collect @217-345-6099 and refer-
ence Steve or Becky. Thank you.
_______________________9/18
**SOPHOMORE FEMALE
NEEDS ROOMMATE.
MCARTHUR MANOR (4TH ST.)
$210/MO. CONTACT MELISSA
@ 345-3915**
_______________________9/13
JUST ARRIVING FROM COL-
ORADO. Need 1-2 roommates
for Oct.-Dec. and /or Spring ‘97. 3
BR house at $180.00 each. Call
landlord at 342-3475
_______________________9/17
FEMALE SUBLESSOR WANTED
Spring semester 97. Good loca-
tion, Royal Heights, own room.
Please call Debbie at 348-5173
_______________________9/13
SUBLESSOR WANTED quiet off-
campus location non-smoking.
Male-female. Rent includes
everything Call 345-1160.
_______________________9/17
FEMALE RENTER FOR SPRING
‘97 semester. Own room w/utili-
t ies, close to campus. Call
Camille 345-4871
_______________________9/19
AVAILABLE NOW 2 BDR.
Furnished apartment. Water,
Trash included $420/month. 1 yr.
lease. No pets. Call 348-7746
_______________________12/9
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
available now for 1-2 students at
$180 each. Call 342-3475
_______________________9/12
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES. 1/2 prices
til May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non-
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
LARGE 2-BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED TOWNHOUSE, dish-
washer, garbage disposal, trash
included.  Call 345-2363
_______________________9/13
LARGE ONE BEDROOM apart-
ment furnished. Dishwasher,
garbage disposal, trash included.
Call 345-2363
_______________________9/13
NICE ONE BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APT. Near Campus. For
Spring and Summer Semesters.
345-6000.
_______________________9/13
STUDENT HOUSING FOR 3.
$275 PER STUDENT. Utilities
included in Mattoon. 258-6066 or
258-6063.
_______________________9/23
2 PAIR, NEW BIRKENSTOCK
$50 each. Size 39, blue & brown.
Call 581-3173
_______________________9/12
MOUNTAIN BIKE. LIKE NEW
$70 O.B.O. Call 581-3260
_______________________9/13
BIKE-MEN’S 10 SPD. Red
Murray, 1 year old $65 345-
6437/581-3968
_______________________9/17
CARAVAN, 1991 DODGE 6- cyl.,
loaded, 84,000 mi, seats 7 or
truck loads. 345-6437/581-3968
_______________________9/17
GOLFERS: USED GOLFBALLS
like NEW. 50 cents each or
$5/dozen. 348-5574.
_______________________9/12
1994 PONTIAC TRANS AM,
BLACK, 22,000 MILES. T-TOPS,
LOADED CALL 268-4341 AND
LEAVE A MESSAGE.
_______________________9/13
CARPET, GREY 16 X 21 TIGHT
WEAVE EASY TO CUT AND FIT.
$75. 348-5230
_______________________9/17
GIRAFFE 608 6th Street.
Charleston. HELLO KITTY,
HELLO KITTY, HELLO KITTY.
_______________________9/12
LOST GREEN CHECKBOOK
size wallet in vending lounge 9/9.
Please call 345-1554
_______________________9/13
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
and microwaves. 1/2 prices til
May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
EFFINGHAM TRANSPORTA-
TION CELEBRATION AND BAL-
LOON FESTIVAL. 30 HOT AIR
BALLOONS AND CORVETTE
FEST. 2,000 CORVETTES. ALL
EIU STUDENTS WELCOMED.
SEPT 14 & 15. (217) 342-4147
_______________________9/13
JUST SPENCES 1148 6TH ST.
GREAT YARD SALE! ONE DAY
ONLY! THURS. SEPT. 12TH 1-6
PM. RAIN DATE SEPT 19TH
EVERYTHING ON SALE!
_______________________9/12
DELT PARTY AT STUS
TONIGHT!!!
_______________________9/12
STEPHANIE HARP:
Congratulations on joining AEA.
Keep smiling! You’re a great lil’
sis ! Alpha love, Kim
_______________________9/12
JESSICA MILLER: Welcome to
Alpha Gam! I love my Kiddo!
Love, Meg
_______________________9/12
ERIN KING- I’m looking forward
to making many great DELTA
ZETA memories with you. Your
big sis, Amy
_______________________9/12
SUE REMEDI OF AST: Have fun
at your lock-in tonight! Tau Love,
Christa
_______________________9/12
KAREN GILDEMEISTER OF
AST: Have fun at your lock-in
tonight and at the function on
Friday! Tau love, Monica
_______________________9/12
RONDA COSTON OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA: Congrats on
being a new pearl. We are going
to have a great year! Alpha Love,
Your Big Sis, Amanda
_______________________9/12
SIG PI PLEDGES-WAY TO
SHOW YOUR “TRUE COLORS”
TUESDAY!! YOU GUYS ARE
DOING GREAT! KEEP IT UP!
LOVE, “A SIG PI’S GIRL-
FRIEND,” MELISSA.
_______________________9/12
MIKE KLUTCHARCH OF SIGMA
CHI: Thank you so much for the
candy at meeting. We love our
DZ man! Love, the Delta Zetas.
_______________________9/12
DELTS at Stus Tonight at 9:00.
_______________________9/12
LOOKING FOR STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN SCI-FI/FANTA-
SY to start campus organization.
Contact Ann at
cualm9@ecom.ecn.bgu.edu or
384-4988.
_______________________9/12
HEY A-PHI’S DON’T FORGET
YOUR WHITE T-SHIRTS! Let’s
get Dirty! Love, The Men of
Lambda Chi Alpha.
_______________________9/12
TO DIANE OF DELTA ZETA,
YOUR THE BEST LITTLE SIS!
DELTA ZETA LOVE AND MINE,
DEANNE
_______________________9/12
TIM MARTIN OF SIGMA NU:
Happy 19th Birthday. Hope you
don’t have an early class tomor-
row...
_______________________9/12
THE MEN OF DELTA TUA
DELTA would like to invite all the
ladies of EIU to come to Stus
tonight.
_______________________9/12
TARA MYERSCOUGH OF
DELTA ZETA: Way to go on
Pledge Class President and
Freshman Attendant for DZ! You
make your BIG SIS proud!! DZ
Love, Tammy
_______________________9/12
SIG KAPS AND ALPHA GAMS,
Thanks for the TP, Shaving
cream, water balloons, ketchup,
hairspray, paint, tide, and salsa.
Come back anytime. We love ya,
Sig Eps.
_______________________9/12
CONGRATULATIONS BRIDGET
NEUMAN AND TAMMANY
OLSON OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA on making the EIU Dance
Team! Your sisters are proud!
_______________________9/12
CARI CHASE OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA congrats on getting lava-
liered to Matt Bailey of Lambda
Chi Alpha. Your sisters are happy
for you!
_______________________9/12
CONGRATS TO LISA GOZDEC-
KI OF ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA on
getting engaged to Neal
Antemann of Sigma Nu. We wish
you all the happiness in the
world!! Love, Your Sisters
_______________________9/12
KELLY MARTIN: Congratulations
on pledging ALPHA PHI! You’re a
great little linker. Love, Kelly
_______________________9/12
CONGRATS TO VICKY MYERS
OF ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA on
getting pre-engaged to Michael
Smith. You’re sisters are so
happy for you!
_______________________9/12
HEY JEFF ZILCH! The ladies of
Alpha Sigma Alpha hope our
Dream Man has an awesome
22nd birthday.
_______________________9/12
HEY ASA PX’S: Thanks for bring-
ing us some great pearls. You all
did an awesome job.
_______________________9/12
MEGAN-Congratulations on
pledging AST! I hope you had fun
on Friday, we’ll have to go out
real soon. Tau Love, Your big sis-
ters, Michelle and Shelley.
_______________________9/12
SAM HORNEY wants you to go
to Stus tonight!
_______________________9/12
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. Mr. Zeta Phi Beta Contest tonight at 8
pm at the Greek Court Common Area. Come find out who the Mystery
Man will be.  We will also ha e signups for Kisses in the Night.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. Guardian Angels Service Project today
from 9 am-2 pm in the Union Walkway.
GAMMA PHI PI Christian Women’s Sorority Gamma Goodie Sale
today from 9-3 pm in Coleman Hall.
ALPHA PSI OMEGA There is an Emergency meeting Friday 13th at
5:00 at the Fishbowl.  We need to discuss homecoming.
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL meeting tonight at 6:30 pm in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room.
PHI GAMMA NU Pledge meeting tonight at 6:15 pm in Coleman #219
LIFESTYLES meeting tonight at 6:00 pm in the Martinsville room of
the Union. All Welcome.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource Management meeting tonight 6:30
pm in the LH Conference Room B (upstairs). Contact Dr. Robert
Waylandin or Dustha @ 348-0040.
PRSSA First meeting of the year tonight at 6:00 pm at the Campus
pond pavilion. Everyone welcome-We will have pizza and drinks.
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT Colloquium tonight at 7 pm in the Science
building #215. Dr. Arthur Braundmeier of Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville will speak on “Thin Film Optics”.
BETA ALPHA PSI Committee Report Meeting tonight at 5:00 pm in
Lumpkin Hall 029. Attendance is mandatory.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Bible study tonight at 7:00 pm in the Wesley
Foundation building (across from Lawson). Several Bible studies are
being offered this year. Come on over and get involved in one.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 3:30-4:30 pm at the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th
and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at noon today at the
Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Exec Board Meeting tonight at 7:30 in the office.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION Movie Night tonight
from 6-10 pm in the Multicultural Center-1525 7th St. Everyone is wel-
come. Join us for some fun and relaxation.  For more information or
rides call Anne at 345-0171.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA meeting tonight at 6:00 pm in the Lantz Club
Room. Free pizza!! All Health Majors/Minors invited.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Large Group Meeting
tonight at 7 pm in the Charleston Mattoon Room. Tonight will be a mis-
sions focus, as we hear about several students summer missions pro-
jects.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Services Offered Roommates
Sublessors
For Rent
Help Wanted
Wanted
Adoption
For Sale
Lost & Found
Announcements
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TO THE MEN OF DELTA CHI-
Thanks for putting on a show for
us. Oh, yeah and the music too!
Love, the A-PHI PLEDGES.
_______________________9/12
HEY NEW TAUS! Get excited for
the lock-in tonight! We’ll have lots
of fun! Shelley and Jill
_______________________9/12
DELT PARTY AT STUS
TONIGHT!!!
_______________________9/12
ANDREA CAIRNS AND LORI
PAPIS OF TRI-SIGMA-Good luck
on your 1st Rugby Game! Love,
your sisters.
_______________________9/12
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MIKE BIAND-
FORD! Love your 3 beeaachs
_______________________9/12
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW BETA THETA PLEDGE
CLASS OF SIGMA CHI on pledg-
ing the best fraternity at EIU! I’m
excited to get to know each and
every one of you! Love, your
sweetheart, Sherry 
_______________________9/12
TO THE NEW PLEDGES OF
DELTA TAU DELTA:
Congratulations on pledging the
best house! I can’t wait to see
you all at the function tonight!
Love, Jamie
_______________________9/12
BRANDY PADGELT OF TRI-
SIGMA- Congratulations on being
elected PRSSA Secretary! Love,
your sisters.
_______________________9/12
TRI-SIGMA RHO CHI’S-SARAH
HOEGGER, JANICE NASON,
HEATHER NOVAK AND COURT-
NEY STONE- Welcome back- We
all missed you! Sigma love, your
sisters.
_______________________9/12
STEPHANIE WALTERS AND
KELLY KRUEGER OF TRI-
SIGMA- Thanks for a great Rush!
You guys are awesome! Love,
your sisters!
_______________________9/12
MIKE BOHANEK OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON- Congratulations on
getting lavaliered to Jen Kulik of
Alpha Sigma Tau! Love, the
ladies of Sigma Sigma Sigma
_______________________9/12
TO THE NEW PLEDGES OF
SIGMA NU: Congratulations on
pledging the best fraternity on
campus! I know you’ll make great
snakes! Love your sweetheart,
Lia
_______________________9/12
TRI-SIGMA NEW MEMBERS-
Congratulations on earning your
second pearl! You girls are awe-
some! Love, the actives.
_______________________9/12
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA NU:
The roses you sent me for my
birthday are BEAUTIFUL. Thank
you very much for remembering
my birthday and making it a spe-
cial one! Love, Lisa
_______________________9/12
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CHICAGO (AP) – Moises
Alou was hitless Wednesday, 1-
for-11 in the series and 3-for-27
during the Expos’ road trip. All he
wanted to do was get out of
Chicago and back to Montreal.
“I was thinking that I can’t wait
‘til I go home, because that’s
where I hit better,’’ he said. “But I
told myself that I still had another
big at-bat here.’’ Alou made the
most of that last at-bat, hitting a
two-run homer out of Wrigley
Field in the eighth inning and lift-
ing the Expos to a 2-1 victory
over the Cubs.
“I was lucky the guy fell behind
and I got a fastball up to hit,’’ said
Alou, who pulled Terry Adams’
2-1 pitch to left-center field.
“That’s what I was sitting on. If
he threw me an off-speed pitch, I
might have been fooled. I finally
caught a break.’’ His hit let the
Expos break a three-game losing
streak and buoyed their hopes in
the NL wild-card race. They
entered the day two games behind
Los Angeles and San Diego,
teams that played later
Wednesday.
“If we keep this race close,
we’ve got a chance,’’ said Henry
Rodriguez, who had two doubles
and a single.
“We went
through bat-
ting practice
today and
e v e r y b o d y
got pumped
up. I heard
people say,
`Let’s beat this team and go back
to Montreal with a win.’
Everybody jumped up when
Moises came through.’’ Only five
outs away from their fourth con-
secutive victory, the Cubs blew a
chance to gain on St. Louis in the
NL Central. Chicago trails by 5{
games with 17 to play.
Cubs first baseman Mark Grace
sat near the clubhouse entrance
for more than 15 minutes after the
game, still in uniform and motion-
less. He was too upset to talk.
“This was a very tough loss,’’
Cubs manager Jim Riggleman
said.
“There is some anger here that
we didn’t win. We’ve got to shake
this one off.’’ Alou’s 19th homer,
which followed Adams’ one-out
walk of David Segui, ruined a
game of firsts for the Cubs.
Dave Swartzbaugh had outdu-
eled Jeff Fassero and appeared
ready to claim his first big-league
victory. Doug Glanville snapped a
scoreless tie in the sixth inning
with his first career homer. And
Chicago was looking for its first
three-game series sweep of the
season.
“I was trying to get the fastball
away, but Alou hit a mistake and
that’s what he’s paid to do,’’ said
Adams (2-6).
Ugueth Urbina (8-5) pitched
two perfect innings for the victo-
ry.
Mel Rojas worked a 1-2-3 ninth
for his 29th save as Montreal went
3-4 on its road trip.
Fassero allowed four hits,
walked none and struck out five in
six innings. Though he didn’t get
the win, he is 11-4 with a 2.72
ERA in 20 starts since June 1. He
gave up only three singles and
retired 12 consecutive batters
before Glanville’s homer.
“Because we’ve got such a
young team, maybe we’ve been
pressing,’’ Fassero said. “I knew
going in I had to pitch well
because we haven’t been scoring.
But we play well at home and this
can’t help but pick us up.’’ The
Expos are 44-28 at Montreal, 35-
38 on the road.
Cubs drop another 1-run game
BALTIMORE (AP) – Eddie
Murray drove in the winning run
with a sacrifice fly in the 10th
inning as the Baltimore Orioles
beat the Chicago White Sox 7-6
Wednesday night, extending
their wild-card lead to 1{ games.
Baltimore has won five
straight and 29 of 44, including
the first two games of the series
that concludes Thursday.
Chicago came to Camden Yards
with a half-game lead in the
wild-card race.
The Orioles, striving to make
the playoffs for the first time
since 1983, started the day 2{
games behind the New York
Yankees in the AL East. It was
the first time in 13 games that
Baltimore failed to hit a home
run.
Frank Thomas and Lyle
Mouton homered for the White
Sox, who were 7-2 against the
Orioles before Tuesday. Chicago
blew a 3-0 lead, then rallied
from a 6-3 deficit to tie the game
in the eighth.
Rafael Palmeiro opened the
10th with a single off Roberto
Hernandez (6-3). Bobby Bonilla
then singled to right, sending
Palmeiro to third. Cal Ripken
struck out, but
Murray hit a
fly ball to
medium center
on a 3-2 pitch.
The throw
by Dave
Martinez was
cut off, and Palmeiro slid across
the plate with decisive run as the
sellout crowd of 46,453 went
into a frenzy.
Alan Mills (3-1) pitched two
shutout innings for the Orioles.
Chicago starter Wilson
Alvarez took a three-hitter and a
3-0 lead into the sixth, but was
lifted after two walks and a one-
out single by Todd Zeile loaded
the bases.
Tony Castillo retired Palmeiro
on a pop up, but Bonilla sliced
an opposite-field drive to right
for a triple. Ripken then hit a
sharp grounder that went
through the legs of third base-
man Robin Ventura, allowing
Bonilla to score the go-ahead
run.
Pete Incaviglia followed with
a run-scoring single, B.J.
Surhoff singled and Chris Hoiles
capped the six-run inning with
an RBI single.
White Sox lose in 10
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) – After hit-
ting a two-run homer in the first inning,
Barry Bonds was surprised he got a
chance to do it again.
Bonds hit his second two-run blast in
the eighth, giving San Francisco a 4-2
victory over St. Louis on Wednesday.
“If you keep playing with fire, you’ll
get burned,’’ Bonds said of Cardinal
manager Tony La Russa’s decision to
pi tch to  him.  “His  ego is  too big.
Sometimes you can’t beat the laws of
physics.
“I didn’t think he was going to pitch
to me.’’ 
With Bill Mueller at first after a
leadoff walk in a tie game, Bonds hit a
full-count pitch off Alan Benes (13-9)
just over the right field fence for his
39th homer of the season.
La Russa initially
didn’t want to dis-
cuss Bonds after the
game.
But  he changed
his mind after being
told that Bonds com-
plained that Willie
McGee and Royce Clayton – former
teammates of his now with the Cardinals
– wouldn’t talk to him because La Russa
“must have a rule against talking with
guys on other teams.’’
“He must be good enough to play
left field and manager our club? He’s
not that good,’’ La Russa said. “Maybe
he’s embarrassed because we won two
out of three and he didn’t win three
games all by himself.’’ 
San Francisco broke a five-game los-
ing streak and handed the Cardinals just
their second loss in 12 games. St. Louis’
lead in the NL Central dropped to two
games over  Houston,  which played
Philadelphia on Wednesday night.
Tim Scott (5-7), the third of four
Giants pitchers, got the win, and Rod
Beck pitched the ninth for his 33rd save. 
Ozzie Smith, in his last appearance
in San Francisco if he follows through
on his  announced ret i rement ,  got  a
standing ovation before he lined out to
left field for the final out.
Bonds waved for Smith to join him in
center field after the last out, and Smith
obliged. The two exchanged hugs.
“Barry and I have played in a lot of
All-Star games together, and we just
have a special relationship,’’ Smith said.
“He’s an incredible player.’’ Mueller
singled and scored on Bonds’ first home
run, giving the Giants a 2-0 lead in the
first.
The Cardinals closed to 2-1 in the
fifth when Tom Pagnozzi walked, went
to third on Luis Alicea’s double and
scored on Jackson’s single.
Alicea was erased at the plate on
Smith’s grounder to pitcher Osvaldo
Fernandez.
Ray Lankford then singled, but short-
stop Rich Aurilia took a relay from
Bonds and threw out Jackson trying to
score to preserve the 2-1 lead.
The Cardinals tied the game 2-2 in
the sixth on singles by Mark Sweeney,
Gary Gaetti and Tom Pagnozzi.
Jackson, making his second start of
the season, gave up two runs and four
hits in five innings.
Cardinals lose 4-2 decision, Bonds hits two homers
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Jump into Fall special!$25OFF!
Archway Skydiving Centre
City Airport • Vandalia, IL
60 Miles West of Campus
Exit 61 on I-70
(618)283-4978  •  1-800-283-JUMP
Does Not Apply to Group Rates or Tandem Jumps  • Expires 10/31/96
First Jump Course
C O U P O N
H I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
102 north sixth street.charleston ☎345.9732
16oz Miller Lite drafts Miller Lite bottles
$1
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Come See Us! We Want Your Business!
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HONDA
DEALER
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
After being at home last week-
end, Eastern’s volleyball teams
goes on the road again this week-
end, as it will head up to Dekalb to
play in the Northern Illinois
University Invitational. 
Eastern will be taking on Iowa
State University, Northern Illinois
and Ohio State University over the
weekend tourney.
All of these teams will be tough
competition for the Panthers, with
Iowa State getting off to a slow
start at 1-5 even though it made it
to the NCAA tournament last year,
Northern Illinois is 6-1 and
Ohio State is 6-0 and ranked 11th
in the country.
“This is our last tournament
before we start off conference play
against last year’s champion
Southeast Missouri State
University so I hope for some
strong matches,” head coach Betty
Ralston said. “I hope to see some
stability on the team so I know
where everyone should play come
Tuesday.”
Eastern opens up with Ohio
State on Friday night and then
takes on Northern Illinois on
Saturday morning.
“We used to be in the same con-
ference and they were the only
team we could never beat,”
Ralston said. “The only kids who
know about Northern are
Jennifer(Damon) and Vanessa
(Wells), but they always have a
good program
because they can
recruit nationally.
“They are the
team we want to
beat.”
Northern’s lone
loss came to a
very tough
University of
Arkansas team in
Fayetteville, as it went four
games.
The Huskies are led by co-cap-
tain Becky Stewart who has, in 23
games, 60 kills, a hitting percent-
age of .285 and 28 blocks.
Freshman Christy Mikesel has 53
kills, a .444 hitting percentage and
24 blocks. 
Even though Eastern’s stats
look better, Ralston said that
doesn’t mean anything.
“Stat sheets can be deceiving, I
would much rather win on the
court than on paper,” Ralston said.
Defensively, the Huskies are led
in digs by Tamara Stulhelt with 45
followed closely by Jenn White
with 42.
Even with there 3-4 record,
Huskie head coach Pete Walte
knows they are better than their
record says.
“I heard that Eastern was a hard
working, scrappy team that
doesn’t let the ball go down,”
Walte said.
Walte said that since his team
has played Eastern in the past, it
will have a slight advantage.
“It’s been a while and they
probably have new players and a
new look,” Walte said. “But we
are fairly familiar with each teams
basic systems.” 
Iowa State is coming in off a
loss to Washington State
University, the sixth rated team in
the country, at Iowa State’s invita-
tional.
“Yeah they might be 1-5 but
they made it to the NCAA tourna-
ment last year,”  Ralston said.
“They’ve got a senior setter who
led the nation in assists last year so
they have a lot of people who can
put the ball down.”
The last time Eastern and the
Cyclones played was in 1980
when Iowa State beat the Panthers
2-0.
The Cyclones are led in kills by
senior outside hitter Sonya Van
Helden who has 93, two in front
of senior middle blocker Rachelle
Van Scoyoc. Senior setter Jen
Lansink has accumulated 258 of
the Cyclones 302 assists and also
has 12 service aces.
Von Scoyoc leads the teams
with 21 blocks while freshman
middle blocker Jodi Devries has
19.
Ralston thinks that playing the
Cyclones will give the Panthers
good experience.
“We’ve never played Iowa State
and it’s always good for us to look
at new teams,” Ralston said.
“Also, it’s the last weekend of
everybody’s pre-conference tour-
naments so everybody has to final-
ize their line-ups.”
Volleyball team playing one more
tourney before conference season
For the second season in a row, Eastern opened
against Loyola-Chicago. Last year, the Ramblers
scored twice early and hung on for a 2-0 win in
Chicago.
This year, Loyola came down to Charleston. And
they left with a 3-1 loss.
“It was our own mistakes that let those goals in,”
Aussin said of last year’s game.
Certainly, the Panthers did not play a perfect
game to begin the season this year, but the 3-1 final
in Eastern’s favor shows some things have changed.
Also, last night the Panthers beat Lewis
University on the road. Last year, Lewis came to
Charleston and took a 3-0 victory.
Again, the Panthers turned the tables this year,
winning 7-6.
The other two wins this year came against Middle
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech, two teams in their
first seasons – and two teams they were expected to
beat.
No big deal. They beat teams they should have
beaten.
But it is a big deal. Again, this shows improve-
ment. Last season, the Panthers lost several games
they should have won.
“Southern Illinois is a perfect example,” Ballard
said of last year. “We were the better team, but we
came away with a loss and a tie against them.”
Ballard often talked about the intensity level of
his team last year and how the Panthers tended to
play down to its opponents’ levels.
This year, after the wins in Tennessee, Ballard
again talked about his team’s lack of intensity.
The difference? Even though they played down to
an opponents’ level, they won the games. Simple as
that.
HARBECK from page 12A
1$    25
FOOSBALLPOOL
DARTSPINBALL
THURSDAY
LONG NECK BOTTLES  
JERRY’S’
PUB
Betty Ralston
11A
JAM SESSION
If you have a musical talent
come on out and play!!!
$1.50 - HEINEKEN
T H U R S D A Y
TERRY’S CLIP & CHIP
Call for an appointment with Terry or Don
Corner of 8th & Madison in Charleston
TOP 20
CD’s
ON  SALE
$12.98
TODAY ONLY
NEW  RELEASES
$3.00 PER DAY
RECENT HITS
$2.00 PER WEEK
SEVEN DAYS
•Video Games 
Also Available!
Craig’s Video
638 W. Lincoln
345-3407
the daily eastern news
advertise.
CD Tripleplay
Sportscenter
Phone (217) - 348-8218
Silkscreening • Team Discounts
Shoes (Nike, Adidas, Saucony, Brooks) • App. (Nike, EIU)
All New Inventory
Arriving Daily.
From: Nike,  Adidas,
Sports Specialties
New Extended Hours
M-F (9-9)  SAT (9-8)  SUN (12-5)
Guaranteed Lowest Regular
Prices on shoes Anywhere!
All Shoes in Stock Sold 20% - 25% Under Suggested 
Retail Price.  We Can Special Order Any Shoe at 
Regular Price.
1001 Lincoln Ave.  Open 9-9 M-F, Sat 9-8, Noon-5 Sun.
The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha would like to congratulate their
fellow sisters on their outstanding academic performances:
4.0
Laura Brewer                  Vicky Meyers
Jessie Bristow                   Toni Scubic
Missy Edmonson                 Jori Smith
Kim Harris                 Amanda Stablien
Sheri Hesker                   Angi Whitlow
Erica Locker
3.74 - 3.50
Nuala Bennett             Heather Landsaw
Melanie Blum                        Dana Lohr
Patti Burrafato                  Tracy Masunas
Dana Frieling                        Jamie Rohr
Stacy Kinnear                    Lynda Surane
Melissa Kupski               Kara Twenhafel
3.99 - 3.75
Donna Cuisa                    Mallory Scriner
Jen Kahles                       Carlye Slechta
Jessica Mavis                     Sarah Weber
Hope Pullman
3.49 - 3.00
Angie Allison
Joey Basile
Laura Bobek
Reagan Branham
Wendy Brown
Nicole Cassavechia
Traci Clifford
Jackie Cummens
Lisa Danielson
Jane Dulkowski
Heather Fishbein
Sarah Hester
Robin Hickman
Nicole Kelly
Amy Kosifas
Amy Levine
Julie Marcol
Heather McLean
Lisa Nonneman
Jen O’Brien
Jeannine Pardun
Sarah Pelz
Patti Rodriguez
Khris Scanlan
Lisa Scanlan
Barbi Smyser
Amanda Spiter
Christy Strayer
Megan Sutter
Joy Zilvar
Amy Zumbahlan
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
In jumping out to a 2-0 record
and a rank of 17 in this week’s
Sports Network Top 25 poll, the
Panthers have been impressive in
almost every aspect of their
game.
Eastern’s special teams,
though, have struggled somewhat,
particularly in the kicking game.
“It has improved during prac-
tice and the punting game has
been very productive,” head
coach Bob Spoo said.
At last week’s game against
Division II Pittsburg State, the
Gorillas managed to return four
of the kickoffs for a total of 156
yards.
Regarding the Panthers’ field
goal kicking, first-year kicker
Chad Larner  came up short on
his lone field goal attempt of the
night, missing from 26 yards out. 
However, the reason the field
goal was missed was because of a
low snap.
As for Larner’s point after
attempts, Larner knocked five out
of six through the uprights.
Eastern punter Shawn Denzer,
who also shared some of the kick-
off duties in the game against
Pittsburg State, said things have
been improving during the week.
“It is getting better this week,”
Denzer said. “I really don’t know
what has been giving Larner
problems because he is kicking so
well in practice.”
As for what Denzer thought of
the performance of the kickoff
game in the Pittsburg State game,
he said improvement was evident
compared to the game against
Western Michigan.
“I thought the kickoffs were
good there was just a little mis-
communication on one of them,”
Denzer said. “The rest were pretty
good, though.”
One other aspect of the special
teams that Spoo is concerned
about with this week’s game
against Indiana State drawing
closer is the coverage on kickoffs. 
Up to this point in the season,
the Sycamores have returned nine
kickoffs for a total of 152 yards
while their opponents have
returned five kickoffs for 117
yards.
Larry Brown is leading Indiana
State in this department with five
returns for 71 yards. 
“I am a little suspect of our
coverage but there was improve-
ment this week,” Spoo said. “We
haven’t hit a field goal yet but it
will become crucial at some point
in the season. Chad is a guy who
will do it and things will get bet-
ter because he is a hard worker.”
Special teams still a concern
touchdown to lead the Sycamores while this
year’s top returning rusher, Jason Potter, has 54
yards on nine carries with one touchdown.
Even with the injuries and the loss to Kansas
State, head coach Bob Spoo is still knows moving
to 3-0 will not be an easy task, especially since
the games are usually close.
“The games against them are usually very con-
tested and injuries are something every team has
to contend with,” Spoo said. 
“I am sure they will overcome that, though, and
play a great game.”
SYCAMORES from  page 12A 
LAKE FOREST (AP) – No
touchdown passes, four sacks
and two interceptions. 
Hardly the start Erik Kramer
envisioned and not the way the
Chicago Bears expected their
offense to perform in the first
two games.
“It’s just uncharacteristic and
not indicative of the way we
will continue at the  season,’’
Kramer promised Wednesday.
“It’s not a whole overhaul
problem. It’s concentration and
getting the confidence of get-
ting a drive or two into the end
zone.’’ 
So is Kramer pressing as he
did in 1994, his first  season
with the team when he lost the
starting job? 
Last year he rebounded and
set four team records as the
Bears finished with the ninth-
ranked offense in the NFL.
“I’m pressing to find solu-
tions to what we can do to get
better but during the game no,’’
he said Wednesday as the Bears
began preparations for Sunday’s
game against Minnesota.
“I’m just trying to hit  the
open guy. There’s more to it
than that. But that’s basically
what it boils down to.’’ 
The Bears’ only two touch-
downs this season came in an
opening win over  Dal las  on
linebacker Bryan Cox’s fumble
recovery and on a trick-play
touchdown pass from receiver
Curt is  Conway to  Raymont
Harris.
The running game has been
consistent, despite the absence
of  rushing leader  Rashaan
Salaam, who is  expected to
miss his third straight game
Sunday because of a hamstring
injury.
But the passing game, which
flourished las t  season,  has
bogged down. Kramer, slowed
most  of  t ra ining camp by a
hamstring injury, has completed
32 of 64 passes for 316 yards. 
Two of those catches have
been fumbled inside the 20 by
receiver Michael Timpson.
“We’re all trying to figure
out what we can do to solve
these problems,  these l i t t le
breakdowns we’re having,’’
Kramer said.
Last week the Bears managed
just three points in a loss at
Washington, even though they
were inside the Redskins 20-
yard line four times.
Bears’ Kramer off to slow start
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Women’s soccer head coach
Steve Ballard always talks about
improvement.
He says the most important
thing for his program is for the
team to improve – game to game,
year to year.
After going 8-10-2 in its inau-
gural season, the team certainly
had some improvements to make.
Some of those improvements
have been made. Some just kind
of happened.
With a year of playing together
and in the system of head coach
Steve Ballard, the returning play-
ers have advantage of a full sea-
son’s worth of experience.
Ballard has already talked
about what a difference he can see
in the overall performance of the
team – even at practice. He says
things are running more smoothly
because not as much time needs
to be taken up with explanations.
“The year of being together and
sharing what we’re trying to
accomplish has meant a lot,” he
said.
Well, of course.
The returning players are used
to the system, and they can help
the new players. Last season,
there were no returning players.
Back is the core group of play-
ers from last year ’s team.
Sophomore Beth Aussin, the
team’s leading scorer, is back at
forward. Sophomore Tracie
Strother, who missed games early
in the season last year and came
back to score 13 points, is also
back up front.
Kendra Williamson, Tiffanie
Bosley, Tara Kinney and Val
Pourch are back in the middle, as
are Diane Markus and Heather
Ory in the backfield.
Goalies Jenny Vargas and Kate
Binder, who split time last year,
are back again – and both getting
playing time.
But Eastern still had some
holes to fill, and the newcomers
this year are doing nicely to fill
the gaps.
Freshman Kelly Gilbert, an
All-State selection in high school,
is among the several freshmen
that will make an impact on this
year ’s team. Freshmen Jenny
Cech and Michelle Macumber are
also key factors.
And Ballard doesn’t have to
convince anyone of the improve-
ment of his team – it’s evident in
the results thus far.
At 4-0, the Panthers have sim-
ply improved on their record of 2-
2 at this time last season. But
more than the record is improv-
ing.
The Panthers have already
beaten two teams they lost to last
year.
JOSH HARBECK
Associate Sports editor
Improvement
is evident for
women’s soccer
By JESSIE DELIO
Staff writer
After four games, the women’s
soccer team is still undefeated in its
second season. 
With the Panthers leading 6-5
early in the second half, Tracie
Strother knocked in an insurance
goal to give the Panthers a 7-5 lead
over Lewis University, the fifth
ranked Division II team in the coun-
try. 
However, Lewis scored less than a
minute later to make it 7-6, but the
Panthers were able to hang for their
fourth straight victory.
“After losing to Lewis last year, 3-
0, we have made a four goal turn
around,” head coach Steve Ballard
said in reference to his team’s play
this season.
Sophomore Beth Aussin scored
the first goal eight minutes into the
game. A minute later, Eastern’s
Jenny Cech scored, giving the
Panthers a 2-0 advantage.
The Flyers struck back in the next
five minutes, though, to knot the
game at 2-2.
With just over 20 minutes left to
play in the first half, Beth Aussin
struck again by sending in two more
goals to give the Panthers a 4-2 cush-
ion.
This lead would hold for the
Panthers, as they went into the break
with a two-goal advantage. 
However, the Flyers would not go
down easily, as Lewis scored three
more goals in the first eight minutes
to take a 5-4 lead.
Eastern’s Valerie Pourch tied the
game at 5-5 and Beth Aussin scored
one last time creating a 6-5 lead for
the Panthers that they would never
give up.
After Eastern took a 7-5 lead, there
were no goals in the last 20 minutes
of the game, leaving the Panthers a
win over Lewis.
“This was a very big win against
an excellent team,” Ballard said.
The team remained dedicated
throughout the entire game, and
fought hard until the end.
“The team showed a lot of heart
and turned the game around to win,”
Ballard said.
Eastern had 20 shots against
Lewis, while Lewis only got 13 shots
off.
After Wednesday’s game, Aussin
now has a total of six goals on the
season, while Strother has three
goals.
Goalies Angel Giangiorgi and
Jenny Vargas combined five saves
during the game while Lewis’ Diane
Dempsey had six saves for the
Flyers.
The team worked together to
come out on top for their fourth
game.
“The win was hard earned,”
Ballard said. “The team is extremely
happy that we won this game.
Wednesday’s game left Lewis
with a 2-1 standing, and Eastern has
come out with a 4-0 mark on the sea-
son.
This weekend, the Panthers will be
finishing their road trip in Iowa.
Saturday they will be competing
agains North Dakota and Sunday
against Iowa State University.
Lady booters take 7-6 win from Lewis
NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer
Forward Beth Aussin prepares to fire a shot at the golaie  during
practice Tuesday. She scored four goals in the Panthers’ 7-6 win over
Lewis University Wednesday.
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
When Indiana State was dealt a 27-6 loss
by the Panthers in the 1995 regular-season
finale, it is clear that the game was anything
but close.
However, this is not usually the case
according to head coach Dennis Raetz.
“Last year was last year and we are expect-
ing a good game with Eastern,” Raetz said. “I
don’t expect anything different just because
we are in a different conference.”
This year’s Sycamore team will come into
Charleston with a 1-1 mark, as they have
knocked off NAIA Mars Hill in the first week
of the season before losing 59-3 to Kansas
State on the road last weekend.
The loss to Indiana State was not an easy
one to handle for Raetz, though, and he said
that it was not a pleasant situation for his team
even though it was a good learning experience
for them.
While it was a good learning experience for
them, the Sycamores do have
a couple of injuries to worry
about going into Saturday
night’s 7 p.m. showdown,
particularly the injury of
junior free safety Robert
High - the brother of former
Eastern tailback Willie High.
High suffered an injury in
the game against the Wildcats when he dislo-
cated  his shoulder. Before the injury, High
had recorded four tackles on the season.
Against Eastern last season, High picked up
14 tackles in the loss. 
There is no doubt, though, that High’s pres-
ence will be missed against a Panther offense
that has already racked up 908 yards of total
offense in two games.
“High is a three-year starter, starting since
his freshman year,” Raetz said. “He is obvi-
ously a good player and so the defense is not
going to be as good as it could be.”
Senior wide receiver Larry Brown is the
other injured Sycamore, as he broke his left
hand in the game against the Wildcats.
Without High in the lineup, Chris Libaire
will have to step up for the Sycamores.
Libaire already leads the team in tackles with
16 and has recorded one quarterback sack on
the season.
Linebacker Richard Moss has 15 tackles on
the season and one sack while two other
Sycamores have at least 10 tackles.
As a whole, the defense is giving up a total
of 200 yards per game on the young season. 
As for the Indiana State offense, the
Sycamores are averaging 286 yards per game,
gaining 138 yards on the ground while chalk-
ing up 148 yards in the air. 
Leading the Sycamore’s offensive attack is
returning signal caller Kevin Cox. 
Cox has completed 10 of 24 passes on the
year with one interception, racking up 118
passing yards and a completion percentage of
41.7.
On the ground, Tom Pendelton has rushed
for 76 yards this season on 22 carries and one
Sycamores expect close game with Panthers
By TRAVIS SPENCER
Editor in chief
A tuition waiver will be given
away at Saturday’s home football
game in an effort to increase stu-
dent attendance.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken, who is also
acting athletic director, said a draw-
ing will be held during the fourth
quarter to give away money for
next semester’s tuition.
An Eastern alum, who chose to
stay anonymous, donated about
$1,050 in hopes student attendance
would increase at this weekend’s
game against Indiana State,
Hencken said.
“The ultimate goal is to get stu-
dents in the stands, get the team
excited and win more games,”
Hencken said. “If students come
out, they will have a good time and
want to come back again.”
The drawing will be held on the
track during the fourth quarter.
Stuart Keating, student chairman of
the Homecoming Committee, will
announce the winner from a field
microphone.
Eastern students who pick up
their admittance ticket prior to the 7
p.m. kickoff, enter Gates 1 or 2 at
the south side of the stadium, and
are present for the drawing are eli-
gible for the money. 
However, members of an inter-
collegiate athletic team are not eli-
gible because of conference schol-
arship regulations, Hencken said. 
“Students who come in those two
gates will get a ticket that will go in
the drawing,” he said. “Since we’re
not selling (student gate) tickets this
year, students can come get a free
ticket and have a chance to win.”
In another effort to increase
attendance, Eastern officials this
year  eliminated the 50-cent gate
charge for Eastern students.
Students still pay the $37.55
semesterly Athletic Fee that sup-
ports Eastern athletics. 
Hencken said besides Eastern
athletes, all students have the
opportunity to win the money.
“If a student already has a tuition
waiver – he will still get the
money,” he said. “If money is
already in the account, this conceiv-
ably could go toward housing.”
Junior finance major Brad Cain
said the drawing is a good way to
attract students to a football game.
“If promoted in the right way,
this could get a lot of people to
show up,” he said. 
“It would be a better idea if they
did this for every home game, then
you would see an increase.”
Senior accounting major Sue
Cornelison also agreed the free
tuition should attract students to the
game – “even if they don’t like
football.”
The idea for the tuition-waiver
drawing evolved before the football
season began, Hencken said.
Eastern officials didn’t want to have
the drawing during the home open-
er because crowd attendance is tra-
ditionally high for the first home
game.See HARBECK page 10A
Tuition waiver to be given away at football game
See SYCAMORES page 11A
Bob Spoo
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By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
A lot has changed in the past
year for Eastern’s football team.
After two weeks of action, the
Panthers - playing their first sea-
son in the Ohio Valley
Conference - boast a 2-0 mark
with wins against Western
Michigan and Pittsburg State, and
they are ranked 17th in this
week’s I-AA Sports Network
Poll.
Although Eastern was 2-0 at
this time last season, the Panthers
were not ranked this early into the
year. Nevertheless, Eastern did
manage to find its way into the
Division I-AA playoffs last year,
finishing the season at 10-2.
“I have seen a big difference
from last year,” head coach Bob
Spoo said of his team that has
now won 16 of its last 18 games.
“We had some problems a few
years ago with some individuals
who thought they were bigger
than the team. We have stressed
the team effort, though, and we
don’t have that problem now
because the team is strong and the
leadership is strong.”
Looking at what has made the
difference between last year’s
Panther team and this year’s
squad, the lineup is the first thing
that sticks out.
Junior transfer Mike Simpson
has taken over the job at quarter-
back and has already performed
well in filling the void left by the
graduation of  quarterback Pete
Mauch.
In two games, Simpson has
completed 40 of 58 passes for 518
yards and has thrown for seven
touchdowns and no interceptions.
Simpson is quick to point out,
though, that diversity is more
prevalent in this year’s team.
“We are much more diverse
this season, and it is not that we
couldn’t pass last year, we just
had Willie High,” Simpson said.
“This year we have a lot of talent
at the skill positions.”
Mauch threw for 10 touch-
downs all of last season while
completing 95 of 193 passes for
1295 yards. Then again, tailback
Willie High was the focus of last
year’s offense. 
However, this year’s rushing
attack is on pace to be just as
strong as last season’s - even with
the absence of High. Eastern’s
ground game has already chalked
up 395 yards on the ground in its
first two games, with sophomore
tailback Justin Lynch leading the
way with 175 rushing yards on
the season.
Add junior Ibrahim Bawa and
sophomore Conrad Praamsma to
this mix, and depth is clearly one
of the strong points of this year’s
running game.
“Willie started playing running
back in the middle of his fresh-
man year and Eastern just never
had the running backs to play
back up,” Lynch said. “This year
we have guys on the bench who
are redshirted, and if they stepped
out on to the field, they could do
the same thing
that the other
running backs
are doing.”
This running
game would
not be as solid
without the
offensive line,
though, and
with the line’s
weight average at 323 pounds, the
tailbacks have been able to find
holes while Simpson has more
time to throw in the pocket.
Having a solid offense alone
will not produce a winning sea-
son, though. Defense also has to
be part of the team’s game plan,
and the Panthers are no exception
to this rule. 
On the year, Eastern’s defense
has given up 51 points this year
while allowing 505 yards, leaving
them as the Ohio Valley
Conference’s top defensive team. 
The Panthers have also been
effective in the turnover depart-
ment, as they have recovered six
out of seven forced fumbles on
the year. 
Anchoring this defense are
senior linemen Brian McGavock
and John Moyer, sophomore line-
man Reggie Scott and junior line-
man Ethan Banning. 
In the Pittsburg State game,
McGavock forced a fumble that
was recovered by Moyer. Also,
Moyer came away with a forced
fumble in the Western Michigan
game.
Junior linebacker Rodney
Wilson also has been a factor in
Eastern’s defense, as he has
already recorded 13 tackles on the
year and is the OVC leader in
sacks with three. Wilson also
caused one of the four fumbles in
Saturday’s game.
Simpson is also pleased with
the defense’s play.
“I like the way our defense has
been playing because they have
been forcing turnovers,” Simpson
said. “They do this well and it has
really helped out.”
Team concept key to football team’s early success and ranking
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo watches his club at practice this week. The Panthers are in their first season as a member of the OVC and play
their first conference game Saturday against Indiana State.
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The pre-season poll ranking
Eastern volleyball to finish fifth in
the Ohio Valley Conference didn’t
get the team down. In fact it has
given them incentive to go and
prove to the OVC teams that they
are for real.
Eastern started off the year
competing in the University of
South Florida Invitational and
came out of that with an 0-4
record, losing to Mississippi
University, South Florida, Ohio
University and Indiana University. 
A weekend after the disappoint-
ing start, Eastern bounced back
and won their own tournament
defeating Western Illinois
University, DePaul University and
came back from 0-2 to defeat
Wright State University in the
finals to boost their record to 3-4.
“We should be 5-2 not 3-4 so
we are going to have to upset
some teams to get our record back
up,” Eastern head coach Betty
Ralston said. “We have a chance
to do that this weekend when we
play Ohio State, 12th rated team
in country, first, which is good
because that is when we have the
best chance to beat them.”
Also competing in the invita-
tional this weekend will be
Northern Illinois University and
Iowa State University.
Ralston has seen a lot that she
likes so far this season.
“One of the strengths of our
team is our versatility, we have
players that can play many posi-
tions,” Ralston said. “Another
strength of our team came out
when we learned from our mis-
takes in the first weekend and
came back the next weekend and
won our own tourney.”
But as with any volleyball
team, the Panthers still have
certain aspects of the game that
they need to work on.
“We need to start cutting down
on our errors, especially our men-
tal mistakes,” Ralston said. “We
also need to work on cutting
down our unforced physical errors
such as keeping our serve in
bounds and not letting it hit the
net.”
Ralston said that there have
been nothing unexpected happen
yet.
“There have been no surprises
it’s really good to have players
being competitive for position but
it’s hard for people on the bench,”
Ralston said. “You can’t keep all
12 players happy.”
Ralston said there isn’t really a
key player on the team because
volleyball is more of a team sport. 
“We are led again by Vanessa
(Wells), and Kara (Harper) being
the setter has shown stability but
all the players have done well,
nobody has played badly,”
Ralston said.
So far this season Eastern has
424 kills and is led by Wells with
101, followed very closely by
juniors Lorri Sommer and
Lindsey Celba who have accumu-
lated 97 each.
The Panthers have 381 assists
and are led by Harper with 321 so
far.
Spikers set for run in OVC
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Outside hitter Lindsey Celba follows through on a hit at practice earli-
er in the week.
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DATE TIME EVENT H/A
1996 CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE
09/13    All Day     Bradley Invite       A
09/21    All Day     EIU Invite             H
09/27    All Day     EIU Open             H
10/12    All Day     Illinois Invite         A
10/18    All Day     Central Collegiate A
11/02    All Day     OVC Championships A
Anne Blong FR
Marci Bozer FR
Colleen Buti SO
Cristen Conrad JR
Carey Dunker SR
Sara Fithian FR
Heidi Fossum FR
Kathy Hults SR
Susan Langer SO
Nadia MacNiderJR
Jodi Milas SO
Danielle Nelson FR
Kendra Pickens SO
Abigail Smith SO
Megan Spicer SO
JoAnn Trevino FR
Rachele White FR
Stacy Winters JR
Jason Anhalt SR
Ryan Boyles FR
Steve Buti JR
Marcus Carter FR
Cory Finn JR
Mike Johnson FR
Paul Loethen SO
Scott Loethen SO
Mike McBride JR
Ryan Meece JR
Todd Moroney JR
Cory Smith SR
Mike Swift FR
Dave Venhaus SR
Rick Walden SR
Justin Weiss SR
Bryan Zimmerman FR
WOMEN MEN
1996 PANTHER VDATE TIME O
09/13-14 at N
09/17 7:00 Sou
09/20 7:00 at T
09/21 2:00 at M
09/27 7:00 Ten
09/28 2:00 Aus
09/28 5:00 Chi
10/01 7:00 at S
10/04 7:00 at M
10/05 4:00 at E
10/10 7:00 Mid
10/13 4:00 Ten
10/19 Noon at T
10/20 3:00 at A
10/22 7:00 at S
10/25 7:00 Mur
10/26 4:00 Ten
10/29 7:00 at In
11/01 7:30 at T
11/02 4:00 at M
11/05 7:00 Illin
11/12 7:00 at E
11/15 7:00 Eas
11/16 2:00 Mor
11/22-23 at O
1996 PANTHER MEN’S SOCCER SCHEDULE’
DATE TIME OPPONENT
09/13 4:00 at Western Illinois
09/15 2:00 Northwestern
09/17 4:00 SIU-Edwardsville
09/21 2:00 at Northern Illinois
09/29 2:00 at Bowling Green
10/02 2:00 at Loyola-Chicago
10/06 2:00 at Evansville
10/13 2:00 Loyola-Chicago
10/16 3:00 at Valparaiso
10/18 4:00 at Bradley
10/20 2:00 at Missouri-Kansas City
10/25 7:00 at Wisconsin-Green Bay
11/01 7:00 at Southwest MO State
11/03 2:00 Marquette
11/08 2:00 Drake
11/10 1:00 Creighton
11/15-17 at Missouri Valley
Trey Balch FR
Joshua Cournaya  JR
Tom Dillon FR
Joey Gasbarra JR
Brian Hecht JR
Brian Holcombe    JR
Shawn Luliucci FR
Brian Kelly SR
Maciej Kusmierz   JR
Dave LaFrance JR
Dan MacKinnon SR
Greg McDonald SR
Jeff Nix SO
Henry Ospina JR
Carlos Pinto JR
Gerry Prather JR
Brian Ritschel SR
James Ryland FR
Roman Shapla SO
Gary Shear FR
Joe Spallina FR
Tyler Stranz FR
TJ Thomas FR
Mark Valintis SR
Eric Willson JR
1996 P ANTHER WO 
DATE TIME OPP
09/14 1:00 at Io
09/15    12:00 at Io
09/20 4:00 East
09/21    12:00 at E
Arka
09/22 1:00 Arka
09/27 4:00 Nort
10/04 5:00 at D
10/06 1:00 Sout
10/12    11:00 DeP
10/13 1:00 Wes
10/18 2:00 Crei
10/20 1:00 Mem
10/23 7:00 at E
10/27 2:15 at V
10/30 2:00 St. L
11/02 1:00 at Il
11/7-10 at M
1996 PANTHER FOOTBALL S
DATE TIME OPPONENT
09/14 7:00 Indiana State
09/21 Open Date
09/28 2:00 at Tennessee-Martin
10/05 Open Date
10/12 1:30 Western Illinois
(Family Weekend)
10/19 1:30 Murray State
(Homecoming)
10/26 1:00 at Tennessee Tech
11/02 1:30 at Austin Peay
11/09 Noon at Southeast Missouri
11/16 2:00 at Middle Tennessee
11/23 1:30 Eastern Kentucky
Anton Manuel JR
Craig Rolfe FR
Hasheem Rasheed SO
Hud Romero JR
Leinad Cross SO
Steffan Nicholson FR
Bob Rosenstiel SR
Tom Hess SR
Chad Larner FR
Shawn Denzer SR
Kevin Beard FR
Jay Ankenbrand FR
Jeb Odam FR
Mike Simpson JR
Seth Willingham FR
Justin Lynch SO
Antwan Perry SO
Solomon Burcy SO
Michael Evans FR
Tommy Reynolds JR
Ed Jackson JR
Chris Watson SO
Ben Russell FR
Chris Brown SR
Maurice Daniels FR
Howard Redmond JR
Everett James
Ibrahim Bawa
Rodney Wilson
Jay Grodecki
Conrad Praamsm
Jabarey McDavi
Ryan Pace
Tracey Pettigrew
Chris Szarka
Chauncey Garn
Jerry Guzaldo
Kelvin Russell
Bob Koziel
Brian McGavock
Rodney Pontes
Jon Adams
Ethan Banning
Tom Pjatak
Lance Lohrenz
Luke Bennet
Jerrell Smith
Scott Brinkerho
Steve O’Neill
Travis Thompso
Anthony Verrecc
Lemont Clark
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By JESSIE DELIO
Staff writer
The women’s soccer team
have started off the season with
an undefeated record, winning
its first three games. 
This year is the second offi-
cial season for the Panthers.
Since a lot of  last year’s team
was dominated by freshmen and
sophomores, and this year ’s
team has 10 freshmen on it ,
Eastern will still field a young
team, as it prepares for its first
season in the Missouri Valley
Conference.
Although the Panthers are
young, the team is full of talent
and the practices in the last
month have helped them to
move forward.
Sophomore forward Beth
Aussin said the year’s worth of
experience has helped the team
to prepare for games.
And all the players are able to
contribute positvely on the field.
“There is a lot of depth on our
team, and I am very pleased with
the starters and the substitutes,”
head coach Steve Ballard said in
reference to his team.
Competition is also intense.
“The team is very competitive
for the the positions on the
team,” Ballard said. “The flexib-
lity keeps the intensity level up.”
Ballard is quick to point out
that no single player will domi-
nate a game.
“No one takes the entire load
on their shoulders,” Ballard said.
“We all have to play.”
Even the newcomers have had
the opportunity to grow, as they
have become accostomed to the
style of the coach and the return-
ers.
“Coming from last year to this
year we know what teams are
like and we can help the fresh-
men,” Aussin said.
There is no difference whether
a team has a good record or a
mediocre record Ballard still
expects for the team to play their
hardest.
“Every game we play there is
pressure,” Ballard said. “We
need to keep improving and
working hard.”
Ballard believes that there is
much the team can do to stay on
top.
“If we keep focus, concentra-
tion, and eliminate mistakes we
will continue to have success,”
Ballard said.
The team has continued to
have a positive attitude through-
out the season.
“Win or lose we need to con-
tinue to work hard,” Ballard
said. “I am very content with the
way we have progressed.”
Eastern played Loyola for
their first game, winning 3-1 and
continued their success against
Middle Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech, 4-1 and 3-0.
Women’s soccer team ready
to make impact in year two
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
In its inaugural year in the Ohio Valley Conference,
the men’s cross country team has the conference cham-
pionship in its sights.
In his sixth year as head coach, John McInerney
hopes to lead his team to their first championship dur-
ing his tenure.
The closest they have come was during the 1993
season, when they finished in second place in the Mid-
Continent Conference, only one point behind the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
“We probably have as good of a chance to win con-
ference as we’re going to have in a while,” McInerney
said.
McInerney is referring to the fact that there are three
fifth-year seniors in the likes of Justin Weiss, Jason
Anhalt, and Dave Venhaus, along with senior Rick
Walden.
“They help out in little ways with the younger
guys,” junior Mike McBride said.
Last weekend while Weiss sat out with a hip injury,
Walden took over by placing third at the Northeastern
Illinois Invite, which was his highest finish in his colle-
giate career.
“Experience wise it is our most experienced team,”
McInerney said. “In past years we had close knit teams
but this looks like it’s one of the tightest.”
McInerney does not see the move out of the Mid-
Con and into the OVC as being as significant of a
change as it has been for some of the other sports at
Eastern.
“The Mid-Con was always a pretty good cross
country conference with four or five well-funded cross
country teams,” McInerney said. “The OVC is another
step with bigger schools and richer tradition. It is a step
up but not a big one.”
One of the main differences is that the OVC is better
funded than the Mid-Con, and McInerney said that
should translate into higher quality of competition.
The team is going into the season not knowing what
to expect. 
Although McInerney followed the results of OVC
teams last year, he is unsure of how the top teams from
last year will do because he doesn’t know how many
of the top people are returning.
Moorehead State is the returning conference cham-
pion, and McInerney said Southeast Missouri State is
in the hunt year in and year out.
The idea of everybody on the team being a leader is
something that McInerney stresses, and therefore
doesn’t select captains until the end of the season.
“I don’t think it matters,” McBride said. “The lead-
ership is a group effort and at the end of the year
(selecting a captain) is just for kicks.”
In order to be successful this season, McInerney said
the team needs to keep the top 5-7 runners within one
minute of each other. 
They were able to successfully do that at the NE
Illinois invite last weekend, where they ran 5000
meters and had their top seven runners finish within 55
seconds of each other. 
Even though they have successfully done that in one
meet, it will prove to be a tougher task when the men
start running 8000 meter races because the longer race
will provide more of an opportunity for the runners to
spread out and fall behind.
“The senior class now with three or four fifth year
runners was a very quality recruited class by coach
McInerney,” McBride said. “If they can stay healthy
and improve slightly, I think we can be very good.”
Experienced runners key men’s
cross country team’s season 
NAOKO KOJIMA\Staff photographer
Eastern goalie Kate Binder dives to make a save at practice earlier this week. The Panthers are in their
first season as a member of the Ohio Valley Conference, and Wednesday they improved their record to 4-0
with a 7-6 win at Lewis University. Eastern continues its five-game road trip this weekend as they play a
tournament at Iowa State University.
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By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The Eastern I l l inois
University men’s soccer team
kicked of the 1996 season look-
ing to turn individual perfor-
mances into a cohesive unit.
The main concern this year
for the team this year is consis-
tent improvement.
Though a core of veteran
EIU players exists, the team
includes a lot of new players. 
“We need to gel,” head coach
Tim McClements said. 
Learning the way that each
player handles the ball, where
they like to receive passes, how
they move with the ball  and
how they think on the field are
areas of focus for McClements
and assistant coach Andy Irvine. 
They believe that it is impor-
tant that the players learn to per-
form as a team. 
The team hopes to consistent-
ly improve teamwork while
working towards three major
goals.
These goals lead from one to
another to form the target the
team is aiming for. 
First  they hope to win as
many games as possible in the
Missouri Valley Conference.
This conference of course, is
one  McClements describes as a
major conference in college soc-
cer.
McClements said a good
showing in conference play will
lead to a spot in the Missouri
Valley Conference Tournament. 
A win in this  tournament
would put the Panthers into the
NCAA tourney.
But before they move on to
any tourneys, the team must still
play their regular season sched-
ule, which began with a 3-1 win
over Northeastern. 
Coach McClements is seeing
some of the improvements he is
looking for in his team, as he
believes that the transfer and
freshmen players are stepping
up.
However, he admits there is
still some steps that need to be
taken.
Still, the team does have one
thing going for it, and that is
leadership.
Senior goalie Brian Ritschel,
senior  midfielder  Dan
MacKinnon and junior midfield-
er Brian Holcombe provide the
team with a three man captain-
cy. 
Senior midfielder/forward
Mark Valintis has also recently
made himself a presence on the
team.
As for  the two game set
against the pair of Wisconsin
teams,  coach McClements,
though not happy with the out-
come, was glad to see some
players really step up. 
The experience helped show
the team what was working and
what needs to be worked on.
“We didn’t adjust to them,”
McClements said, discussing the
game against defending NCAA
champions UW-Madison. “ We
played our game.”
So what does the coach think
after the first three games of the
season?
“ The defense has come
together,” McClements said. 
“The midfield is starting to
gel, and there has been definite
improvements in the forwards.”
Coach McClements explained
that the team was working back
to front ,  s treghthening the
defense first, then making their
way to the attack.
Two players who have shined
early this  season are Henry
Ospina, Brian Holcombe, and
Maciej  Kusmierz.  Ospina,  a
junior forward from Barrington,
has scored two of the teams four
goals to date. 
Holcombe was named to the
All- Tournament Team for the
two games in Wisconsin. 
Maciej, a junior defenseman/
midfielder from Lake Zurich,
has also played well  for  the
Panthers despite playing a new
position this season.
Summing up his opinion of
the team up to this point of the
year, Coach McClemnts said “
The guy’s have done real ly
well.”
The men’s soccer team will
take on Western I l l inois
University this Friday afternoon
in Macomb before hosting Big
Ten foe Northwestern on
Sunday afternoon.
After this, the Panthers will
host  Southern I l l inois-
Edwardsville this Tuesday. 
Men booters turning it around
NAOKO KOJIMA\Staff photographer
Eastern’s James Ryland (left) and Joey Gasbarra battle for the ball
during practice this week. The men play again Friday against Western
in Macomb.
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By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
For the men’s cross country
team, the key to success is lies in
experience.
On the other hand, the women
are relying much more on youth.
Of the 18 women runners on
the team, there is only one senior
and two juniors. The rest of the
team is composed of freshmen
and sophomores.
Head coach John McInerney is
in his third year coaching the
women’s cross country team, and
like the men’s team is starting
over in a new conference – the
Ohio Valley.
The lone senior, Carrie
Dunker, has been the team leader
so far this year, and McInerney
said the younger girls look up to
her.
Junior Cristen Conrad and
sophomore Sue Langer are also
leaders on the team. While
Conrad is a quiet leader, Langer
is more vocal.
Conrad and Langer not only
work well as teammates, but are
also good friends and roomates. 
“They are real competitive and
tend to push each other too much
sometimes,” McInerney said. 
Dunker said the competitive-
ness can get in the way at the
beginning of the season, but as
the season progresses, the prob-
lem takes care of itself.
“At the beginning of the sea-
son you have new people and
everybody feels they have some-
thing to prove,” Dunker said.
Having so many newcomers to
a team in one year poses a chal-
lenge to the other teammates.
“The key is to as quickly as we
can make these people part of the
team,” McInerney said. “The
girls both last year and this year
have done a great job doing
things as a team.”
The season is still in it’s early
stages, but already McInerney is
impressed with the progress of
freshmen Jo-Ann Trevino and
Marci Bozer. At their first and
only meet of the season Trevino
finished in tenth place and Bozer
finished in fifteenth place out of
75 runners.
By the end of the season
McInerney is hoping to have
three or four freshmen in the top
seven places on the team.
Being their first year in the
OVC along with a young team,
McInerney is taking things slow-
ly and is not setting high expecta-
tions of winning the conference
as he did with the men.
“We’re not concerned with the
championship, but we do want to
get in the top three to five
places,” McInerney said. “That
would be a feather in our hat.”
For the women the power-
house will most likely be Eastern
Kentucky, which took the top
five places in last year’s confer-
ence meet.
One hurdle the women will
have to overcome is the condition
they came back to school in.
McInerney said while some girls
had good summers, others came
back behind in their conditioning
programs.
“It will have a short term
effect...I know were all working
hard,” Dunker said. “The confer-
ence meet is the most important
and it’s the one we’re all
focused.”
Women Harriers counting on younger runners
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